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PLANT ALLIES
Article by FAY JOHNSTONE
adapted and reprinted with permission from PlantsThotSpeok,SoulsthatSing,

artwork by o

his aorld is indeed a liaing being endouted
)T
a
,1/ u'ith Soul and intelligence... a single uisible liuing
(/- entit-t containing all otier liuing entities, whtch bltihetr

nature are

all

related.

-

Plato

Srrnbiotic relationships with plants are not only for
poliinators: as humans, relying on oxygen to breathe,
\\'e are in an important relationship with them. Without
plants to convert our carbon dioxide into oxygen, we
would not have air to breathe.
\,\'lren rre breathe in oxygen, we breathe lut carbor,
dioxide. Plants reverse the process; they need carbon
dioxide to maintain their complex functions like
grolrth and fluid transport and, as a by-product of
these processes, give off oxygen as a waste product.
\A4eich in turn we breathe.
This equation might remind you of your school
dar-s. The basic photosynthesis that occurs in plants
looks like this:
carbon dioxide + water (* lignt energy)

->
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glucose + oxygen

So, without even being conscious of it, we are
linked by this fundamental natural process to the
plant kingdom. When we start acknowledging plant
consciousness, we are allowing ourselves to become
more aware and conscious of the relationship that we
aireadv share with plants.
Let's remember that we are not just bound to
plants b,v'. our breath. All of our food comes either
from plants directly or from animals that eat plants.
Plants can create their tissue directly from sunlight, but
we depend on plants for the formation of ours. Each
breath u,'e take, our food, clothing, and shelter are all
dependent on plants.

Inaisible Barriers
Despite being in an intense relationship with these
conscious green beings that grow around us, most of us
are complete strangers to them. We exist side-by-side
with them, happily sharing the breath of life and yet
most of us haven't even introduced ourselves. It feels as
if an invisible barrier has been erected that separates
us from nature and distances us from our own essential
nature. We act like the earth is a resource at our
service, rather than the co-creator of our destiny.
To begin to bridge this awkward divide, we can start
opening
our hearts in acknowledgement, holding
by
the knowledge in our consciousness that we have a
deep connection with plants that requires nurturing.
It could be a simple case of introducing yourself the
next time you pass a familiar plant. Saying "Hi" as you
would if you were trying to make a new acquaintance.
A member of the Plant Spirit Pezple group on
Facebook shared how the atmosphere in her office
completely shifted after she had taken the time to
introduce herself to the plants there. A participant
on one of my workshops shared a similar story:
following the workshop, she introduced herself to the
house plants in her apartment. To her delight they
responded! She said she now feels like she is sharing
her home with two housemates: the plants have
conversations beyond the need to be watered and she
has a real feel for the spirit of her plants.
Remember this one important idea: "the guru is
you."Just as you have a unique way of making and
keeping human friends, you have your own way of
having relationships and interaction with the plant
world. So it's time to step up, claim your wisdom and
ability to communicate with nature once again and
restore your relationship with the plants around you.
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.n t's been prli'en b1t quite afeut studies that plants
C1/ are good for our pslchological deaelopment. If 1ou
y' grt,n on or€a, the rate of crime goes dou.tn. Torture
uictims hegin to r€clNer uhen thel spend time outside in
gard,n t ttl-L flouerl So toe need them, in some deep

a

f,nth,:i.,2i,ol
t,t,i;r::lt,d.s

sense,

uhich

I

don't suppose anybo$t really

-\et.

-Jane Goodall
F.:1ing better is a key benefit of connecting to
Studies are now showing us that green spaces
i=-:, calm our nervous system, boost our immunity,
:::-prove our sleep, and decrease blood pressure. I find
i:r2r as I expand my awareness and connect through
nr heart space with the consciousness of plants around
ine. I become conscious of something much greater
ihan myself. This realization - that we are part of a
much larger and greater complex system of a living,
breathing organism - is a great comfort.
I find also that in this heart space of expanded
perspective, my compassion is extended. In other
words, the more time we spend expanding our
awareness to meet plant consciousness, the more
compassion we feel towards the natural world; we will
therefore have a greater respect for it. For me, it's like
a dance: experimenting, observing, listening, feeling,
creating patterns and flowing together so that I end up
in a different place from where I first began. It's like
creating a pathway that allows the beauty of the world
to return into my heart.

:.a:i..

Bridging the Gap: Bring Plants into Your Life
Plants are not only beautiful and often highly
fragrant, they are also an incredibly versatile and
accessible element of a holistic approach to health and
well-being. Living allies, they provide medicine that is
powerful and full of vitality; we can work with plants
physically, emotionally and spiritually. All of these
ways help us to directly experience the plant, form a
relationship, start dancing together, and feel our way
towards health and wholeness. You may already use
plants in these ways, but if some are new to you, test
them out.
. Herbal medicine: using the physical properties
of medicinal plants to heal physical symptoms and
ailments.

.

Plant essences: using the vital force of the plant
for healing emotional and spiritual malaise, in forms
such as the Bach flower essences.
. Homeopathy: a complementary health care
system, based on the principle of like cures like, in
which the majority of remedies are plant-based.

.

Essential oils: extracted oils containing the
aromatic qualities of a plant, with many uses ranging
from treating health issues to fragrance.
. Nourishing herbal infusions and teas: part of
daily health and self-care.
. Meditation in nature to feel grounded,
connected and supported.
. Ceremony, ritual and prayer: asking for the
support of plant spirits or blessing.
. Plant spirit healing: working with the spirit of
the plants to restore balance, well-being and vitality
so that we can be more fully who we are and live
according to our own true nature.
. Growing (and eating) vegetables, fruits and
herbs as part of a healthy and sustainable lifestyle.
. Creating beautiful spaces with plants for
sanctuarv. structure, and beauty.
. Purifying air in indoor environments with
plants like peace lilies and ferns.
. Lifting our spirits and bringing joy (think of
giving flowers to those who are unwell).
. Using natural materials for textiles like cotton,
silk, and hemp.

M e eting Plants : Exploring Plant Pers onalities
Each plant has its own personality, just like we dol
I encourage students to seek relationships w'ith plants
for themselves, rather than simply reading everything
from books. This is because plants can seem to behave
in different ways, perhaps highlighting different aspects
of themselves to different people.
Let's look at it this way.
My name is FayJohnstone. I behave and am
perceived differently when I am with different people,
but I am still fundamentally the same FayJohnstone
as I always will be. For example, to my parents I am a
Ioving daughter who has caused them many sleepless
nights. To -y old college friends I am a slightly
bonkers and down-to-earth pal who laughs ridiculously,
dresses flamboyantly, and always has a story to tell. To
my former colleagues in the corporate world, I was a
hard-working professional who was a bit of a stress case
on the verge of a meltdown. To my students and clients

I

am an avid plant person, a sensitive healer, and
practical medicine woman.

Different aspects of me are noticed by different
I choose to show different aspects of my
personality and gifts with different people. Sometimes
I might choose this by what I judge as appropriate;
sometimes it might simply be a case of trust and what
I feel comfortable revealing to others about myself. In
my experience, plants behave exactly like this, too.
people;
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The key word for this exercise is "spee6l"
you are going to spend three minutes outside
with five different plants in quick succession,
visiting them in their natural habitat. Spend
a moment outside seeking out plants that
might be willing volunteers for this exercise.
Breathe into your heart space before you
begin.
Visit the first plant where it is growing
and make a note of your first impression
of it. This might be one word, for example
'beautifuli or something more complex.
Take a coloured pen or penciland
quickly sketch a pattern or squiggle to
represent how that plant makes you feel.
Does it feel positive or negative? lnteresting
or dull?
Then when the time is up, thank the
plant and move to the next one.
After you have spent three minutes
with five plants, compare your first
impressions and sketches of them all.
Consider which plants you would like
to take on a second date.
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lmagine a world in which humans
and the plant kingdom have equal respect for
each other and work together. How would life
be different?
What do you envision co-creating
with plants? Would this be a beautiful
garden, a healthy vegetable patch, a thriving
community woodland? Medicinal potions,
healing essences, or magical herbs for the
kitchen?
lmagine you could speak freely to
plants and understand clearly what messages
they were communicating to you. What
questions would you ask? How would your
life be different? What do you think the
plants might say to you? How might they
communicate this to you and what would you
do with this information?
How do you think plants could help
you or help the world in general?
ls there a specific plant that you
already consider an ally or one that you would
like to explore further? O
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As you start to become more familiar with plants
you may absorb reams of information which is persona
to you. Always keep the door of your perception open
and childlike, free of judgement. Often we can limit ou
experience of a plant by what we think we knor,r.. Instea
keep the possibility alive that the plant might be exactl
the answer you are looking for. For example, if dandeli,
is trying to grab your attention then let it; don't dismisr
because you think you know what its healing qualities r
Don't miss the subtle nuances of its personality by letti:
judgement limit your experiences.

Making Plant Allies
To understand what makes a plant allv. think of a
friend whose vibration resonates with you. Then think
of a being that is your partner for healing, growth and
transformation, like a spirit guide, who you can rely on
support for certain issues or challenges, like a great frie
The wonderful thing about plants is that they are
living allies; so, as well as connecting to their spirit or
their vibration for wisdom, guidance, and healing, you
can also benefit from their physical presence. You can
grow and cultivate the plant, physically touch it, observ
smell, taste, admire and really explore the plant with al
of your senses. The benefits of this include being able tr
create medicines for healing and well-being, thanks to
their physical properties, and countless more inspired
botanical creations. I often carry a plant in my pocket, I
example, or make a plant essence.
Plant allies can be a personal guide and friend for
a short time or a lifetime. Remember, plants are not
humans and don't follow our rules or ways) so interactir
with them will not always be predictable or provide us
with the outcomes that we were expecting. But that is hr
the fun of the adventure.
I am often asked who is my plant ally and it is alway
very hard question to answer because I don't want to m
anyone out. I found that as soon as I had the intention
in my heart to get to know plants in a more holistic and
meaningful way, there were many green friends trying t
grab my attention and offering assistance. While living
in Nova Scotia, during the summer months we were
surrounded by fields of red clover and yarrow. These tw
plants taught me a lot about healing, grounding, findin1
the power of my heart and protection from the drama o
others. My relationship with red clover is less powerful
now because it doesn't grow readily in my local area.
On the other hand, yarrow is everywhere and has really
stepped forward as a powerful, strong ally for me and fo
that I am truly grateful. I often wear a small potion bott
containing yarrow elixir round my neck to help me feel
the presence of this protective ally. O

